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This paper considers the problem to planmobile sensor networks for target localization task
inGPS-denied environments. Most researches onmobile sensor networks assume that the states
of the sensing agents are precisely known during their missions, which is not feasible under the
absence of external infrastructures such as GPS. Thus, we propose a new algorithm to solve this
problem by: (i) estimating the states of the sensing agents in addition to the target’s through
the combination of a particle filter (PF) and extended Kalman filters (EKF) and (ii) involving
the uncertainty of the states of the sensing agents in planning the sensor networks based on
the combined filters. This approach does not require any additional internal/external sensors
nor the prior knowledge of the surrounding environments. We demonstrate the limitations of
prior works in GPS-denied environments and the improvements from the proposed algorithm
through Monte Carlo experiments.
I. Introduction
Technological advances in mobile sensor networks have enabled the applications of monitoring spatio-temporalphenomena, terrain mapping, and source localization [1–3]. The key technical challenge in the operation of such
networked mobile sensor systems is to efficiently deploy and maneuver the mobile sensors to maximize the information
about the target systems of interest. These kinds of problems can be described as a sensor planning problem that
optimizes the utilization of the mobile sensors given current states of the target systems and resources while considering
the mobility of the mobile sensors.
Information and game theoretic approaches have been extensively explored to solve such problem by efficiently
operating mobile sensor networks [3–6]. For instance, Hoffmann and Tomlin [3] proposed sensor network planning
framework which is scalable and capable of accurately capturing and using information. The mutual information
between the sensor measurements and the target state is directly computed using a particle filter representation of the
posterior distribution without Gaussian approximation. Mutual information is one popular metric of information gain,
which is known as a more fundamental quantity of information than entropy [7]. Choi and Lee [5] and Lee et al. [6] also
adopted mutual information to quantify the amount of the information about the target systems and formulated the sensor
network planning problems into a potential game. The joint strategy fictitious play method is then applied to obtain a
distributed solution that provably converges to a pure strategy Nash equilibrium. Shen et al. [4] proposed a negotiable
game-theoretic based sensor management method to deal with the requirements of dynamic sensor management and
assignment.
However, such approaches generally assume that they have perfect information and control on the state of each
agent in the networks through the internal sensors, such as on-board IMU, and external infrastructures, such as Global
Positioning System (GPS) [8]. The estimation on the position of an agent through GPS is a very simple and powerful
method, but GPS could be unavailable in many cases [9]. For instance, the GPS signals are normally degraded in
complex environments such as mountainous terrains or the places surrounded by tall buildings. Also, the signals are
largely attenuated in indoor, underwater, and underground environments. In extreme scenarios, GPS could be down
by adversarial attacks, or the sensor networks could be deployed in the space where GPS is not facilitated. To reduce
the uncertainty in the states of the sensor networks under those GPS-denied environments, the networks can utilize
sensing information on their surrounding environments. UAVs with vision sensors, like cameras and LIDARs, have
shown the ability to localize themselves in [10–12], and Kassas and Humphreys [13] have shown the capability for
UAVs with low flight attitudes utilizing the signals from cellular communications. However, these approaches focus
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on single-agent systems, consider a simple mission of arriving at a destination, and/or require prior knowledge on
surrounding environments [10–12, 14].
In this paper, we investigate the target localization problem with mobile sensor networks in GPS-denied environments.
There are two key technical challenges: (i) to estimate the states of the sensing agents without any infrastructures
(i.e., GPS) and prior knowledge on the environments, (ii) to plan the sensor networks for fast and accurate target
localization given the uncertain knowledge on the states of the sensing agents. We tackle these challenges with a novel
approach motivated by the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem [15]. The SLAM problem can be
interpreted as a similar target localization problem where a single sensing agent localizes itself and multiple targets
given the control inputs. As in the SLAM problem, we integrate two types of Bayesian filters with extension to the
multi-agent systems. Those filters are exploited not only for estimating the states of the target and the sensing agents but
for evaluating the information gains of future control inputs in the sensor networks planning. Note that our framework
does not require any additional internal/external sensors nor the prior knowledge on the surrounding environments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we define the target localization problem with mobile
sensor networks in GPS-denied environments. The problem is mathematically formulated as an optimization problem
maximizing the mutual information between future sensor measurements and the target state. Then, the details of the
planning and estimating algorithm are explained in Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV, the proposed algorithm is evaluated in
comparison to the existing method through Monte Carlo experiments.
II. Problem Formulation
A. Basic Settings
This paper considers a target localization problem. A mobile sensor network, which consists of nv agents such as
UAVs∗, tracks a stationary target. At the beginning of the task, only the abstract range of the target’s position is given.
Each ith agent with its state vector x(i)t indirectly observes the target’s position vector θ at each time step t by
z(i)t = h
(i)(x(i)t , θ) + n(i)t , (1)
where h(i) could be any differentiable function and n(i)t ∼ N(0, R(i)t ) is the sensing noise following zero-mean Gaussian
with covariance matrix R(i)t . z
(i)
t is called a sensor measurement. Unlike the prior works [3–6] which assume perfect
controls of sensing agents, we handle the situation in which the controls involve uncertainty. The discrete-time dynamics
of the ith agent is
x(i)t = f
(i)(x(i)
t−1, u
(i)
t ) + ν(i)t , (2)
where f (i) could be any differentiable function, u(i)t is the control input vector, and v
(i)
t ∼ N(0, P(i)t ) is the noise (or
uncertainty) in the control following zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix P(i)t . In the rest of the paper, we drop
the superscript (i) when denoting the entity concatenated for all agents.
We assume that the initial distributions of the states of the sensing agents are given at the beginning of the mission.
This is a common assumption for many problems of system control/planning to begin with such prior knowledge of the
system’s initial state, and it makes sense since we form the initial topology of the sensor networks before the mission
starts. On the other hand, the information about the target is totally unknown, except the abstract range where it may
exist. Thus, the prior distribution of the target’s location is set to be uniform over the area.
This work targets two goals in the localization task,
• Use successive measurements from the sensor network to estimate the sates of the target and the agents
simultaneously.
• Plan the motion of each agent at each time step to enable fast and accurate localization.
Note that it is important to have accurate estimations on the agents’ states as well as the target’s. For instance, there
may be further missions for the sensor network after finishing the current target localization task. The agents may take
additional actions for the localized target or they may return to the original position where they start from. These further
missions require accurate knowledge of the agents’ states.
∗In this paper, we use the terms ’agent’ and ’UAV’ interchangeably.
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B. Mutual Information as Objective Function
The primary goal of this problem is to localize the target as fast and accurate as possible. Since the frequencies
of the sensor measurements and, thus, updates of the estimations are fixed, it is required to minimize the number of
total measurements until reaching a sufficient accuracy of the estimations to achieve the fast and accurate localization.
Meanwhile, what we can control is only the control inputs for the motion of each agent. Thus, the goal is equivalent to
choosing control inputs of the agents at each time step so that they minimize the number of future measurements until
having accurate estimations.
While it is very challenging to formulate the number of required future measurements, if not impossible, we can
approximate the goal using ‘mutual information’. In single-step planning, an effective strategy to reduce the number of
future measurements is to move the agents to positions in which they take observations with the maximum information
on the target. This information can be formulated as the mutual information between the next measurements and the
target state. Thus, the problem is interpreted as solving the following optimization problem:
u∗t+1 = argmax
ut+1
I(zt+1; θ | zt, ut+1, x1), (3)
where I(A; B |C) denotes the mutual information between A and B given C. The superscript t means the entity
concatenated from time 1 to t.
III. Methodology
In this section, we explore how the overall system operates in detail. The overview of the whole system is shown
in Fig. 1. The problem defined in the previous section requires the state estimations of the sensing agents as well
as the target. The estimations are performed based on the prior knowledge of the sensing system with a finite set of
measurements obtained from the sensing agents, which naturally fits into Bayesian state estimation (i.e., Bayesian
filtering [16]) formulation. Bayesian filtering formulation provides us a way to evaluate the mutual information to be
maximized in (3) at each time step. We combine a particle filter and extended Kalman filters to estimate the states of the
target and the sensing agents simultaneously. While the target state estimation and the sensor state estimation are done
with different types of filters, their updates depend on each other. Based on the estimations, the sensor network plans
the next control inputs which maximize the objective function defined in (3). Then, the network updates the agents’
states with the control input according to (2). New observations are made with the new states following (1) and the
estimations are updated reflecting the new observations.
A. Bayesian Filtering
The overall system is assumed to satisfy the Markov property. Hence, recursive updates through Bayes’ rule are
used to incorporate the sensor measurements and the control inputs in the state estimations along successive times. For
the simultaneous estimation on both the target’s and the agents’ sates, we utilize the factorization of their joint posterior,
p(θ, xt | zt, ut, x1) = p(θ | zt, ut, x1)
nv∏
i=1
p(x(i)t | θ, zt, ut, x1), (4)
as in [15, 17]. Instead of estimating the joint distribution directly, this factorization is utilized through constructing a
filter for θ and, then, filters for xt depending on the filter for θ.
To form the dependency, first, a particle filter is employed to estimate the target state. The particle filter is a
non-parametric Monte Carlo method for Bayesian estimation, which enables nonlinear updates for non-Gaussian
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probability distributions of target estimations. Although the particle filter typically incurs more computational cost than
other estimation methods based on Gaussian approximation, it generally results in more accurate estimations when
enough particles are employed. The np particles represent the target state in the form of a probability mass function as:
p(θ | zt, ut, x1) ≈
np∑
k=1
wt,kδ(θ − θt,k) s.t.
np∑
k=1
wt,k = 1, (5)
where wt,k and θt,k are the weight and the state for the k th particle, respectively. δ denotes the Dirac delta function.
Then, instead of considering the whole infinite θ-space, we just need to deal with the finite number of filters for x
conditioned on each particle. Here, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used for computational efficiency. The EKF
represents x as:
p(x(i)t | θt,k, zt, ut, x1) ∼ N(x(i)t ; µ(i)t,k, Σ(i)t,k), (6)
where N(A; B,C) denotes the multivariate Gaussian probability density function of A with the mean vector B and the
covariance matrix C. Note that since the exact locations of the sensing agents are given in the beginning, the initial
covariances of their state estimations are zero, and the linear approximation steps in the EKF are accurate.
B. Sensor State Estimation
Sensor state estimations are recursively updated through the EKF. It starts from p(x(i)t | θt,k, zt, ut, x1) to induce
p(x(i)
t+1 | θt,k, zt+1, ut+1, x1) based on the two-stage belief updates. In the first stage, the belief is updated prior to
reflecting the new sensor measurements. We compute the likelihood of the ith sensor’s state with the new control inputs,
ut+1, as below:
p(x(i)
t+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1) =
∫
p(x(i)
t+1 | x(i)t , u(i)t+1)︸                ︷︷                ︸
∼N(x(i)
t+1; f
(i)(x(i)t ,u(i)t+1),P
(i)
t+1)
p(x(i)t | θt,k, zt, ut, x1)︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
∼N(x(i)t ;µ(i)t,k,Σ
(i)
t,k
)
dx(i)t ≈ N(x(i)t+1; µ(i)t+1,k, Σ(i)t+1,k) (7)
with
µ
(i)
t+1,k = f
(i)(µ(i)
t,k
, u(i)
t+1) , Σ(i)t+1,k = FxΣ(i)t,kFTx + P(i)t+1 , where Fx = ∇x f (i)(µ(i)t,k, u(i)t+1)
Here, the first equality holds from Bayes’ rule with the Markov property, and the stochastic motion model in (2) is
applied to compute the integral.
In the second stage, the posterior state estimation is developed from the prior estimation by reflecting the new sensor
measurements, zt+1. It corrects the prior state belief in (7) with the new measurements as
p(x(i)
t+1 | θt,k, zt+1, ut+1, x1) = η(i)x,t+1 p(z(i)t+1 | x(i)t+1, θt,k)︸                ︷︷                ︸
∼N(z(i)
t+1;h
(i)(x(i)
t+1,θt,k ),R
(i)
t+1)
p(x(i)
t+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1)︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
∼N(x(i)
t+1;µ
(i)
t+1,k,Σ
(i)
t+1,k )
≈ N(x(i)
t+1; µ
(i)
t+1,k, Σ
(i)
t+1,k)
(8)
with
µ
(i)
t+1,k = µ
(i)
t+1,k + K(z(i)t+1 − h(i)(µ(i)t+1,k, θt,k)) , Σ(i)t+1,k = (I − KHx)Σ(i)t+1,k,
where
K = Σ(i)
t+1,kH
T
x (HxΣ(i)t+1,kHTx + R(i)t+1)−1 , Hx = ∇xh(i)(µ(i)t+1,k, θt,k).
η
(i)
x,t+1 is a normalizing constant. Again, the computation is based on the Bayes’ rule and the Markov property, and the
sensor measurement model in (1) is applied. Note that the second term, called the innovation term, in the representation
of µ(i)
t+1,k depends on the measurement z
(i)
t+1 with the Kalman gain K .
C. Target State Estimation
We employ a particle filter to recursively update the target state estimation. As the filter consists of finite particles
and corresponding weights, we need two types of updates, one for the particles and the other for the weights. The former
is simple. Since the filter estimates the stationary target, the particles are motionless as well. This implies θt+1,k = θt,k ,
unless resampling occurs. Resampling increases the accuracy of the discrete approximation in (5) by rearranging particles
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to more probable regions. In each time step, when the effective number of particles Ne f f := 1/(∑w2t+1,k) < np/2, the
low variance resampling method [18] is applied.
For the update of the weights, Bayes’ rule is applied as:
p(θ | zt+1, ut+1, x1) ∝ p(zt+1 | θ, zt, ut+1, x1)p(θ | zt, ut, x1) ≈
np∑
k=1
p(zt+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1)wt,kδ(θ − θt,k). (9)
The last approximation comes from (5) with the characteristics of the unit impulse of the Dirac delta function. Then, the
new weights are obtained by rescaling the original weights and normalizing them. The relative scaling factor of each
weight is calculated as
p(zt+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1) =
nv∏
i=1
∫
p(z(i)
t+1 | x(i)t+1, θt,k)︸                ︷︷                ︸
∼N(z(i)
t+1;h
(i)(x(i)
t+1,θt,k ),R
(i)
t+1)
p(x(i)
t+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1)︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
∼N(x(i)
t+1;µ
(i)
t+1,k,Σ
(i)
t+1,k )
dx(i)
t+1 =
nv∏
i=1
N(z(i)
t+1; µ˜
(i)
t+1,k, Σ˜
(i)
t+1,k)
(10)
with
µ˜
(i)
t+1,k = h
(i)(µ(i)
t+1,k, θt,k) , Σ˜(i)t+1,k = HxΣ(i)t+1,kHTx + R(i)t+1 , where Hx = ∇xh(i)(µ(i)t+1,k, θt,k).
Note that Hx takes different value for each (i, k, t) combination. Finally, the particle filter is updated as
wt+1,k = ηw,t+1
[ nv∏
i=1
N(z(i)
t+1; µ˜
(i)
t+1,k, Σ˜
(i)
t+1,k)
]
wt,k , θt+1,k = θt,k, (11)
where ηw,t+1 is a normalizing constant to let the total sum of the weights be 1. When the resampling happens, the
particles are rearranged and the weights are set uniformly.
D. Evaluation of Mutual Information
The mutual information in (3) is defined as
I(zt+1; θ | zt, ut+1, x1) := H(zt+1) − H(zt+1 | θ) given zt, ut+1, x1, (12)
where H(A) denotes the entropy of A, and H(A | B) denotes the conditional entropy of A conditioned on B. The first
term in RHS is, by definition,
H(zt+1) = −
∫
p(zt+1 | zt, ut+1, x1) log p(zt+1 | zt, ut+1, x1)dzt+1, (13)
where
p(zt+1 | zt, ut+1, x1) =
∫
p(zt+1 | θ, zt, ut+1, x1)p(θ | zt, ut, x1)dθ
≈
np∑
k=1
wt,kp(zt+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1)
≈
np∑
k=1
wt,k
nv∏
i=1
N(z(i)
t+1; µ˜
(i)
t+1,k, Σ˜
(i)
t+1,k).
(14)
The evaluation of (13) with (14) is computationally very heavy and not scalable since the integration in (13) is over
Rnv . Thus, for computational efficiency, we use Gaussian approximation technique. (14) is approximated as a Gaussian
distribution with the same mean and covariance of itself. Then, its entropy can be computed analytically. The mean, µˆ,
and the covariance, Σˆ, of (14) are
µˆ =
np∑
k=1
wt,k
[
µ˜
(1)
t+1,k · · · µ˜(nv )t+1,k
]T
, Σˆ : Σˆ(i, j) =

np∑
k=1
wt,k(µ˜(i)t+1,k − µˆ(i))(µ˜(j)t+1,k − µˆ(j)) if i , j
np∑
k=1
wt,k(Σ˜(i)t+1,k + (µ˜(i)t+1,k)2) − (µˆ(i))2 if i = j
. (15)
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Then, (13) is approximated to the analytic evaluation as
H(zt+1) ≈ 1 + log(2pi) + log |Σˆ |2 . (16)
The second term in the RHS of (12) is
H(zt+1 | θ) = −
∬
p(zt+1 | θ, zt, ut+1, x1) log p(zt+1, θ | zt, ut+1, x1)dθdzt+1
≈ −
np∑
k=1
wt,k
nv∑
i=1
∫
p(z(i)
t+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1) log p(z(i)t+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1)dz(i)t+1
≈
np∑
k=1
wt,k
nv∑
i=1
1 + log(2pi) + log |Σ˜(i)
t+1,k |
2
,
(17)
because
p(z(i)
t+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1) =
∫
p(z(i)
t+1 | x(i)t+1, θt,k)p(x(i)t+1 | θt,k, zt, ut+1, x1)dx(i)t+1 ≈ N(z(i)t+1; µ˜(i)t+1,k, Σ˜(i)t+1,k). (18)
Substituting (16) and (17) into (12) and disregarding the constant terms, (3) is reduced to
u∗t+1 ≈ argmax
ut+1
(
log |Σˆ | −
np∑
k=1
wt,k
nv∑
i=1
log |Σ˜(i)
t+1,k |
)
. (19)
Then, the optimization in (19) is solved numerically.
Algorithm 1: Planning with uncertain motion model
Result: µt+1, Σt+1,wt+1, θt+1, u∗t+1
1 Given µt, Σt,wt, θt ;
// Plan next step
2 Imax = 0;
3 for ut+1 in action set do
4 for i = 1 : nv do
5 for k = 1 : np do
6 update µ(i)
t+1,k, Σ
(i)
t+1,k, µ˜
(i)
t+1,k, Σ˜
(i)
t+1,k (see Sec. III.B, Sec. III.C);
7 end
8 end
9 update µˆ, Σˆ using (15);
10 I = log |Σˆ | −∑np
k=1 wt,k
∑nv
i=1 log |Σ˜(i)t+1,k |;
11 if I > Imax then
12 Imax = I;
13 u∗
t+1 = ut+1;
14 save µt+1,k, Σt+1,k, µ˜t+1,k, Σ˜t+1,k ;
15 end
16 end
// Move & observe
17 Move to xt+1 with u∗t+1 using (2);
18 Obtain zt+1 at xt+1 using (1);
// Update filters
19 for k = 1 : np do
20 for i = 1 : nv do
21 update µ(i)
t+1,kΣ
(i)
t+1,k (see Sec. III.B);
22 end
23 update wt+1,k, θt+1,k using (11);
24 end
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Fig. 2 Graphical representation of (a) the fixed-wing UAVkinematicmodel, and (b) sensing geometry for target
tracking
E. Summary of Algorithm
Algorithm 1 summarizes the single step of the system described above. Our system consists of three parts: planning
(line 1-16), execution (line 17-18), and estimation (line 19-24). In the planning part, we optimize the one-step-ahead
control inputs of the sensor network using the information of the target, represented by particles, and the agents,
represented by Gaussian distributions, given from the previous step. Every control input that each agent can take is
compared by evaluating the information gain for the target to be obtained when the corresponding control input is
executed. In the execution part, optimized control inputs are executed and new sensor measurements are obtained at the
new states. In the last part, the Bayesian filters for the target and the agents are updated using the measurements. This
process is repeated until the mission ends.
IV. Simulation Results
In this section, the proposed method is evaluated through Monte Carlo experiments. In addition to our proposed
algorithm, the informative planning algorithm in [3] is implemented to demonstrate the limitations of disregarding the
uncertainty in the motion model and evaluate the improvements made by the proposed algorithm. The algorithm in the
prior work uses only a particle filter for target state estimation and believes that the motion model is accurate. We denote
the algorithm as ’PF-only’ algorithm. It is equivalent to the proposed algorithm when the motion noise is set to zero.
For simulation, we choose particular sensor and motion models. Note that any nonlinear differentiable models can
be incorporated since the constructed algorithm uses the general abstractions, h(i) and f (i) for the sensor and motion
models. Also, we use the same sensor and motion models for every agent for simplicity. when the agents are different
types of UAVs employing different types of sensors, we can easily adopt different models for each sensor.
A. Sensor Model
We assume that each agent i measures signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [19] of the signal from the target, as shown in
Fig. 2(b), by
h(i)(x(i)t , θ) =
αγ−(φ
(i)
t )2
| |θ − Lx(i)t | |22 + β
, (20)
where α, β, and γ are set to model the SNR of the sensor. (α = 1000, β = 100, γ = 3.375 in this simulation) This model
includes both the bearing, φ(i)t , and the range, | |θ − Lx(i)t | |, terms. Note that when γ is set to 1, (20) is reduced to the
widely used quasi-range measurement model. [20, 21] The variance of the Gaussian random noise, R(i)t , is set to 2 for
every i and t.
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B. Motion Model
We use the dynamics of fixed-wing UAV as in [22] while fixing the altitude at which a UAV is flying and the speed,
V =1m/s. In this model, there are three state variables, the (x, y) coordinates and the heading angle of a UAV as
x(i)t =
(
x(i)t y
(i)
t ψ
(i)
t
)T
. (21)
With this state vector, the motion model is represented as:
f (i)(x(i)t , u(i)t+1) = x(i)t +
(
V cos(ψ(i)t ) V sin(ψ(i)t )
g
V
tan(u(i)
t+1)
)T
dt. (22)
The control input u (i.e., bank angle of the UAV) is bounded under the condition
|u| ≤ umax . (23)
Assuming a coordinated turn, and given the boundedness of the bank angle u, the minimum turn radius rmin that the
UAV can fly is given by
rmin =
V2
g tan(umax) . (24)
In the simulation, we set the umax to satisfy rmin = 3m.
C. Performance
Monte Carlo experiments are performed by 100 trials for each of 6 different noise levels in the motion model.
With the reference covariance matrix P0 = diag(σ2x, σ2y, σ2ψ), where σx = 0.05 m, σy = 0.05 m, and σψ = 0.0436 rad
(= 2.5◦), the 6 noise levels are set with the corresponding covariance matrices 0, 0.5P0, P0, 2P0, 4P0, and 6P0. In each
experiment, we fix the topology of the sensor network that consists of four agents and limit the searching space as a
40m×40m region. At each time step of each trial, the proposed algorithm and PF-only method are given with the same
noises in sensor measurements and movements of the agents for a fair comparison.
Fig. 3 shows the simulation results for a single trial with the covariance matrix 2P0. Comparing the proposed
algorithm and the PF-only algorithm, the most distinct difference is the path of each agent. In Fig. 3(b) and 3(e), the
four agents show the similar paths in both cases while the cumulative errors are relatively small. However, as time goes,
the errors accumulate more and result in the different paths as shown in Fig. 3(c) and 3(f). The PF-only algorithm
does not take account of the motion noise and plans the next step movement for every single naive estimation. This
causes the naive belief on the state of each agent deviates more from the true state as the noise accumulates. On the
other hand, the proposed method plans the next step movement optimized for the overall distribution of the sensor state
estimation. Also, it corrects the estimation based on the difference between the real and expected measurements. Thus,
the proposed algorithm results in the paths of the agents converging near the target while PF-only method does not.
For the performance in target estimation, the proposed algorithm shows better results, but the performance gap is
not large. This small gap may come from two reasons; the fast convergence of particles and the counterbalance of the
errors made by each other agent. As shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(e), the particles are already filtered close to the target
while the accumulated noise of motion is small. Thus, the candidates are already picked well before affected by largely
Table 1 Mean and quartiles for estimation errors [m] at t = 100
PF-only Proposed
Noise Target Agent Target Agent
[×P0] Q1 mean Q3 Q1 mean Q3 Q1 mean Q3 Q1 mean Q3
0 0.2850 0.4479 0.5827 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2588 0.4097 0.5354 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.5 1.0150 2.0351 2.4301 2.4380 3.1485 3.6132 0.7385 1.4601 2.0460 1.1425 1.7751 2.1844
1 1.2636 2.4706 3.2346 3.2924 4.5308 5.4962 1.0628 2.1369 3.0479 1.6162 2.6057 3.2223
2 2.4417 4.3329 6.0445 4.6507 6.5438 8.1971 1.5318 3.0980 4.4804 2.0558 3.7702 4.8279
4 2.4240 5.1430 6.7322 6.7592 8.9025 10.359 2.1903 4.0769 5.4416 3.1977 5.2704 6.6684
6 3.6223 6.5862 8.1812 8.5413 11.115 14.027 2.8424 5.4246 7.2331 4.1324 6.7993 8.3706
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Fig. 3 Snapshots and resulting trajectories from (a)-(c) PF-only method, and (d)-(f) the proposed algorithm
with noise covariance 2P0; the red square, the scattered blue dots, and the green ’x’ mark represent the true
position, the particles, and the MMSE estimation of the target, respectively. The filled stars and the dotted
lines indicate the true positions and trajectories of the agents, respectively. The empty stars show the estimated
locations of the agents in PF-only method, while the empty ellipses indicate the distributions of the integrated
estimations for the agents’ states.
accumulated noises. Also, in Fig. 3(c), the direction that each agent deviates from the target is not consistent. Then, we
can expect that the errors made by the inaccurate estimations of the agents might cancel each other. Other typical results
of each noise level are represented in Appendix.
The overall results of Monte Carlo experiments are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. When the noise is set to zero, both
algorithms show the consistent localization performances as in Fig. 4(a). As the noise level increases, the average
error also increases, which is the expected behavior for the harder mission. In the same spirit of the analysis on Fig. 3,
the proposed algorithm shows better target localization performance in general, but the performance gap is not large.
Meanwhile, the capability of estimating the agents’ state is remarkably better for the proposed algorithm as shown in
Fig. 5. This accurate sensor state estimation is beneficial to further missions after localizing the target such as moving
the target. Table 1 shows the numerical values of the results at t = 100.
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Fig. 4 Change of localization errors of the target along time at each noise level. The solid lines indicate the
mean values of the errors for 100 trials. The shaded regions represent the intervals between the 1st and 3rd
quartiles.
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Fig. 5 Change of the average localization errors of the 4 agents along time at each noise level.
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V. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new algorithm that reflects the uncertainty of the states of the sensing agents in
planning sensor networks. For this purpose, we have combined two Bayesian filters and utilized them to evaluate the
mutual information between the future sensor measurements and the target state. This approach does not necessitate the
extra sensors nor the prior knowledge of the environments. The simulation results in the GPS-denied scenarios have
shown that this approach increases the accuracy of estimating the states of both the target and the sensor network. In the
future, the proposed method can be extended to non-myopic planning and/or planning under complex environments
such as one including some obstacles.
Appendix A. Simulation Results with Different Noise Levels
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Fig. 6 Snapshots and resulting trajectories from (a)-(c) PF-only method, and (d)-(f) the proposed algorithm
with zero noise
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Fig. 7 Snapshots and resulting trajectories from (a)-(c) PF-only method, and (d)-(f) the proposed algorithm
with noise covariance 0.5P0
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Fig. 8 Snapshots and resulting trajectories from (a)-(c) PF-only method, and (d)-(f) the proposed algorithm
with noise covariance P0
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Fig. 9 Snapshots and resulting trajectories from (a)-(c) PF-only method, and (d)-(f) the proposed algorithm
with noise covariance 4P0
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Fig. 10 Snapshots and resulting trajectories from (a)-(c) PF-only method, and (d)-(f) the proposed algorithm
with noise covariance 6P0
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